Submission 12 - An angry fed up citizen with no convictions or charges
Hi pathetic commission who sends 90% of corruption complaints back to
police to investigate and save their own asses. The legislation should
stay the way it is for freedom of information . If you hide corruption
you will only make the victims which are in the 1000s now fight back
and cause harm and death to police officers who are acting unlawfully
and illegally. We all know the ccc or the ex cmc doesn't give a shit
about police corruption cause you 're just as corrupt as the police
including the government who refuses to answer why police are allowed
to assault innocent people over being video recorded or just because
they're in the wrong place at the wrong time. I once wanted to become a
police officer in Queensland but ever since its all about revenue
raising and corruption and the amount of abuse I've copped from off
duty officers and on duty officers I don ' t think I want to join to
cause harm to any human being who is living within the laws. You put a
gag notice on any further corruption prepare for mayhem cause I will
feel sorry for the good officers I know and have worked with who could
die or be seriously injured on a count of you guys not doing your job
and allowing the select corrupt qps officers to do whatever they want
and to investigate themselves . I' m ashamed of how bad the service is
and am glad I didn't join qps cause I don't want to be working with
criminals I hate criminals, can ' t stand people who deal or use drugs I
can 't stand people who want to fight or steal other people's items and
I really hate how there is no one who can protect the citizens from
abusive officers who act illegally and from the criminals who end up
being let go by the police only to steal and kill again . So don't
change the legislation to silence anyone cause if you do, you will have
police officers and civilian blood on all of your useless commissions
hands . You bloody grubby corrupt government department.
An angry fed up citizen with no convictions or charges

